Living Divani partner of Automobili Lamborghini for the Lounge in Porto Cervo
Reference point in the design scene for the elegance, the essential shapes and the precious details of its
upholstery, Living Divani gains new visibility on the exclusive location of Porto Cervo furnishing the Lounge
of Automobili Lamborghini, the famous car brand of Sant'Agata Bolognese that manufactures the most
coveted super sports car in the world.
Both brands combine their iconic products for an impressive and inspirational total look in the Porto Cervo
Lounge: an unforgettable experience surrounded by the unique allure of the two brands, true ambassadors
of the Italian lifestyle in the world.
Living Divani and Automobili Lamborghini are members of Altagamma, the foundation that gathers Italian
companies of international repute, which are renowned for innovation, quality, service and operate at the
top end of the market.
The space, intimate and luxurious at the same time, is the reference point of a program of unique events to
enjoy the soul of the Lamborghini lifestyle in every detail.
To furnish it, various are the products belonging to the Living Divani collection, including both bestseller
icons and design innovations, as well as models specifically designed to personalize the outdoor areas.
Examples are the sofa and armchairs of the Agra family, with perfect proportions, neoclassical elegance and
oriental charm, designed by the Spanish David Lopez Quincoces.
Inside, there is no lack of upholstered furniture designed by the architect Piero Lissoni: the simple and
harmonious elegance, the soft naturalness of the gently curved cushions and the calibrated proportions
define the modular version of Floyd, which interacts volumes and platforms freely combinable with
practical integrated tables, for compositions each time different and surprising.
Among the complementary furniture, the Wedge table accompanies the experience of the car configurator
inside the AD Personam Room, proposed in the version finished with dark colour cement-effect and
surrounded by the Grace Collection chairs covered in elegant fabric in the natural shades: a basic frame to
cover in different ways, a sort of outfit to choose according to our taste. Next to the wall on which is
reproduced the famous quote by Ferruccio Lamborghini, it is possible to admire the Track bench, with its
wide and regular shapes made precious in the finishes.
To show the importance shared by both brands for innovation and material research, the setting displays
the Inari console, a balance of empty and full spaces marked by perfect symmetry, together with the
Carbon Frog armchair, a light reinterpretation in carbon fiber of the iconic Frog, proposed with both
structure and weave in the new shade of “Umbra grey”. To reinforce the atmosphere of a “home” living,
the floor is decorated with the carpet collection characterized by the skillful use of precious materials and
the harmony of shapes and coulours; together with them the objects of the Styling Project express all the
Made in Italy know how, able to perfectly suit any environment, minimal or more eclectic.
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